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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

 

A. Conclusion 

After having analyzed the chapters IV part B, the writer can conclude 

that the data have been analyzed from “the Jakarta Post” found 25 data the 

intransitive data in tree kind intransitive verb which found mostly in complex 

sentence which dominant found that verb of Occurance and found lower that 

verb of Behavior on Jakarta Post Travel Columns.News always making a 

sentence with a long paragraf and actually difficult to understanding. 

Finds which are two sentence which pattern consists of Subject – 

Predicate and Subject – Predicate – Locative Complement. In the sentence 

pattern Subject – Predicate was founded three kinds of intransitive verb. There 

are verbs of behavior, verb of occurrance, and verbs of weather. While in the 

sentence pattern Subject – Predicate – Locative Complement was founded two 

kinds of intransitive verbs there are location place or time and movement + 

manner movement. 

The writer finds the most dominant kinds of intransitive verbs from 

column Travel on Jakarta Post newspaper online is verbs of occurance which 

has percentage 44% from the data above , intransitive verbs a not followed by 

an object as complement. Usually, the complement which used in intransitive 

sentence such as adverb of time, adverb of place, and prepositional phrase. 
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B.   Suggestion  

Here the writer would like to give some suggestions which might be 

useful for Readers, Teacher, and Researches as the following : 

1. For Reader 

They should be more understand to differences between intransitive 

verb and transitive verb. It is necessary to compreherend the knowledge 

background and reference, so it will not lead to misunderstanding and 

missintrepretasion. Besides, they should deepers learning about theories of 

intransitive verb from another book or expert and reading many references 

and applying in research. 

2. For Teachers 

Hopefully, they should present to students  that intransitive verbs an 

important role in studying grammar or syntax which involves syntax. 

Starting from some cases undergone by students that they are confused 

between intransitive verb and transitive verb, teachers should give some of 

theoris and some of suggest from expert and give student detail 

expalination. 

3. For Researchers  

They could use different subject such as magazine, newspaper , new 

website, recorded sounds, or movie in making a researchers. Moreover, 

they should use other theories beside Downing and Locke or other kinds of 

intransitive verb. It is highly expected of the next researchers to be able to 

conduct more complete researchers than previous study. 


